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 ǚ Daily Practice Aspects in Nuclear Medicine Aiming Dose 

Reduction for Patients

G. Testanera (Rozanno, Milan)

Dose reduction and optimization in Nuclear Medicine and in all diagnostic procedure is a highly 

discussed topic in the entire world. Medical and physic science literature is increasing year by 

year on the topic. Following a high push from government and public opinion, many institu-

tion are devoting funds and energy to improve daily practice in diagnostic procedure not only 

to obtain better images, but also to reduce patients and staf exposition to ionising radiations.

EANM is a world leading societies in Nuclear Medicine and put many eforts on this topic. The 

idea is not only to develop guidelines on how to reduce patient exposition in Nuclear Medicine, 

but also to improve accuracy and appropriatness of diagnostic methods, to compete other di-

agnostic tools that ofers less patient exposition to radiations.

Particular attention must be paid to pediatric patients, on which many resources has been in-

vested for research in projects like EANM Peddose, with interesting results and real changes in 

clinical applications of principles.

This lecture will overview literature, research projects and guidelines on the topic, trying to focus 

on both principles of dose reduction and their application in a clinical enviroment.

It will also consider Nuclear Medicine Technologists involvement in Dose Optimization and dis-

cuss role and possibility of this working category in daily practice.

It is not meant as only a lesson but also a confrontation between diferent national realities and 

problems. Questions are welcome and could lead to further research on this fundamental topic.
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